A leader in the new generation of discussion forum solutions, FuseTalk makes the promise of easy,
affordable and effective online collaboration real. If you are looking for an advanced and complete
discussion forum solution for your distance learning, classroom and/or faculty websites, FuseTalk
Education Edition is the product that you need. Create multiple unique and secure forums for each
classroom, support hundreds and thousands of users easily on a single server, share documents, create
surveys, and much more.
Many schools and school boards already have websites – using FuseTalk forums adds another dimension
to that online presence.
Remember, this generation is far more likely to go online than to use traditional approaches – and a
“green”, zero-footprint technology is attractive to students and teachers. It’s a significant benefit that
the information is always being retained for future improvement and historical analysis.

FuseTalk Log-in View

FuseTalk allows for unlimited forums, so communities can easily be segregated. Each forum may
contain unlimited categories, and each category unlimited topics.
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Because parents and teachers need assurance that security, protection and confidentiality is paramount,
FuseTalk offers the ability to lock down categories or password protect a specific category, so that only
certain individuals are permitted access. Permissions can be quickly defined – setting different
parameters for students, teachers, parent groups, and administrative staff – which will meet any school
board’s privacy policies. If required, categories can be moderated, allowing each message to be
examined before it is posted to the community at large. There is the ability to ban individuals not
complying with the rules, and a filter so that unacceptable or profane words do not appear in messages.
FuseTalk features powerful e-mail based functionality. Groups or individuals can subscribe to topics and
categories, and receive update notifications in real time or in digest form. Forum administrators can
synchronize a category with a mailing list, or enable e-mail posting so that users can follow a category by
e-mail. In an education portal, all subscribed parents would be informed when the category “Significant
Policy Changes” received a change in content; for example, all students in a particular science course
would receive an e-mail when a new assignment was posted.
A forum can be, virtually, all things to all people within the academic community. A primary function
would be the creation of categories where teachers and students can communicate. Course material
lists and presentations could be published, lecture/lesson notes can be easily updated, and URLs of
resources available to students can be kept current. Students can access the portal at any time, day or
night – there is no reason to miss an assignment.

FuseTalk User View – List of Topics

Students, teaching assistants and teachers can discuss materials and homework. For structured
curriculums, answering one question benefits many – for creative and interactive curriculums,
collaborative discussion can take place in the form of debate.
Interactive parent/teacher communication makes teachers and administrators more accessible to the
parents of students.
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Schools can publish relevant content, such as:







curriculum outlines
policy, and changes to policy
changes under consideration (seeking feedback from parents)
fee structures and fundraising initiatives
field trip and permission-based activities, including necessary documentation to
be completed
behaviour expectations

FuseTalk User View - Discussion

Categories relating to teacher to teacher, and departmental interaction might include:




discussion of opportunities to improve curriculums
sharing teaching techniques/practices
capture/retain relevant content for future use

In a password protected category, departmental heads, principals and vice principals might:




discuss trends, crisis management, emergency preparedness
debate budgets, optimize spending
publish policy

A category devoted to student wellness and career aspirations might:




provide links to articles and web sites related to physical and mental well being
issues
provide discussion around coping with stress, assisting with volunteer efforts,
improving quality of life
provide links to career paths and further education
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Students and parents, alike, will easily add content to these categories via a familiar, flexible editor,
which supports HTML and spell checking. Messages may include attachments; FuseTalk provides the
ability to control the types and sizes of documents, images, and videos that can be stored and/or
attached to topics.

FuseTalk User View – New Message Creation

Join the many educational institutions, at all levels from K-12 through to college and university and
collaborative research organizations (as well as corporate and institutional organizations) – such as
Huntington Beach Union High School District, West Bloomfield School District, Harvard, UCLA, Johns
Hopkins University, Boston College, MIT, Notre Dame, New York University, University of Ottawa School
of Nursing - and trust FuseTalk with your forum needs.
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